Sleeping with Monsters, Fairy Creatures and
Foxy Ladies
The next time you’re planning a visit to Copenhagen, be sure to stay a night or two at Hotel Fox. The
quirky lifestyle hotel welcomes its guests to a creative and playful universe, unlike anything you’ve ever
seen or experienced before. Each room is a unique piece of art which the hotel guest completes by
staying, sleeping, working and moving in it.
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A unique and creative hotel
Hotel Fox was originally developed for an event involving Volkswagen who wanted a hotel in
Copenhagen to host all the journalists for the world première of their new car – the Fox. 21 hot young
designers from the fields of graphic design, art and illustration were invited to create the interior of Hotel
Fox, with free rein to express themselves artistically. The artists produced some unique and amazing
ideas, turning each of the hotel’s 61 rooms into an individual piece of art.
Mystique or camping - a room for every mood
The Fox universe is creative and playful, inviting the guest to play along, and the rooms cater to a variety
of moods. You can choose mystical rooms with magicians, jesters and fortune-tellers, rooms filled with
text and typography, foxy women, comic strips from the Alps, friendly monster creatures, mock
surveillance cameras or punch bags, and one with a tent in the middle of the room. Whatever the theme,
one thing is certain: you will never run out of bedtime stories...
Hangoverbag, Moviebag or Loversbag?
At Hotel Fox, you will find the usual services: great breakfasts, high speed internet, flat screens and a
cool roof terrace. However, many services come with a fun twist. Breakfast is served in glasses and you
can customise your own minibar bag from the Hangoverbag, Moviebag or Loversbag, depending on
what mood you are in.

Tour de Fox – 3 rooms in 3 days

For an overall flavour of the hotel, try the Tour de Fox, a three-night stay in three different rooms.
Choose between e.g. the Japanese Garden, the Sensuality room or perhaps the King's Forest – there
are plenty of exciting possibilities. The hotel is also popular among groups – the guests won’t easily run
out of new topics to discuss when visiting each other in their rooms.
What the future brings...
Since the hotel’s launch in 2005, a large number of guests have stayed, slept, worked and moved in the
hotel. The hotel has not only been the leading Copenhagen hot spot, but has also been mentioned in
countless media worldwide. Now the time has come for Hotel Fox to renew its position as a forerunner,
so don’t wait too long to experience its quirky and playful universe. The foxy lady might present herself in
a completely different shape the next time you visit Copenhagen...
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